While 2D texture mapping is one of the most powerful rendering techniques that make 3D objects appear visually interesting, it su ers from visual artifacts produced when 2D image patterns are wrapped onto the surface of objects with arbitrary shapes. On the other hand, 3D texture mapping generates highly natural visual e ects in which objects appear carved from lumps of materials rather than laminated with thin sheets as in 2D texture mapping. Storing 3D texture images in a table for fast mapping computations, instead of evaluating procedures on the y, h o wever, has been considered impractical due to the extremely high memory requirements. In this paper, we present a new e ective method for 3D texture mapping designed for real-time rendering of polygonal models. Our scheme attempts to resolve the potential texture memory problem arising from the very large size of 3D images by compressing them using a wavelet-based encoding method. The experimental results on various non-trivial 3D textures and polygonal models show that high compression rates are achieved with few visual artifacts in the rendered image and a small impact on rendering time. The simplicity of our compression-based scheme will make it possible to implement practical 3D texture mapping in software/hardware rendering systems including the real-time 3D graphics APIs like OpenGL and Direct3D.
Introduction
Texture mapping is one of the most powerful rendering techniques that make three-dimensional objects appear visually more complex and realistic 9]. Two-dimensional texture mapping has been popular in creating many interesting visual e ects by projecting 2D image patterns onto the surface of solid objects. While it has proved very useful in adding realism in rendering, 2D texture mapping su ers from the limitation that it is often di cult to wrap 2D patterns, without visual artifacts, onto the surface of objects having complicated shapes. As an attempt to alleviate the computational complications of wrapping as well as to resolve the visual artifacts, Peachey 15] and Perlin 16] presented the use of space lling 3D texture images, called solid textures. Many of the textures found in nature such as wood, marble, and gases, are easily simulated with solid textures that map three-dimensional object space to color space 5] . Unlike 2D textures, they exist not only on the surface of objects but also inside the objects. Texture colors are assigned to any point of the entire solid object simply by evaluating the speci ed functions or codes according to their positions in 3D space. The 3D solid texture mapping can be viewed as immersing geometric objects in virtual volumes associated with 3D textures, and obtaining necessary texture colors from the solid textures. This 3D texture mapping produces highly natural visual e ects in which objects appear carved from lumps of materials rather than laminated on the surfaces as in 2D texture mapping. The di erence between 2D and 3D mapping is prominent particularly when objects have complicated geometry and topology since 3D textures are not visually a ected by the distortions that exist in object parameter space. Many useful 3D textures are generally synthesized procedurally instead of painting or digitizing them (Refer to 5] for several interesting examples.). They are based on mathematical functions or programs that take 3D coordinates of points as input, and compute their corresponding texture values. The evaluation is usually carried out on the y during the rendering computation. While procedural texture models provide a very compact representation, evaluating procedural textures as necessary during texture mapping leads to slower rendering than accessing pre-sampled textures stored in simple arrays.
While using sampled 3D texture maps in 3D volumetric form is faster, they tend to take up a large amount of texture memory. For example, when a 3D RGB texture with resolution 256 256 256 is represented in one byte per color channel, it requires 48 Mbytes of texture memory. Although some recent graphics systems allow the use of main memory for textures, such texture memory costs are an impossible burden on most current graphics systems. Storing several elaborate textures with high resolution, say, 512 512 512 would beprohibitive even to the most advanced rendering systems. Obviously, there is a tradeo between the size of texture memory and the computation time. Explicitly storing sampled textures in dedicated memory, and fetching texture colors as necessary, as in the current graphics accelerator supporting real-time texture mapping, can generate images faster than evaluating them on the y. To make this feasible for 3D texture mapping, however, e cient solutions for manipulating potentially huge textures e ectively need to be devised. This paper presents a new and practical scheme for real-time 3D texture mapping which is easily implemented. Our technique relies on 3D volume compression and e cient processing of compressed solid textures. The idea of rendering directly from compressed textures has been presented rst in 3], where they used vector quantization to compress 2D textures in simple or mipmap form. Texture compression saves memory space for storing textures as well as decreases the system bandwidth required for texturing, which allows more detailed textures to be used with improved performance. Recently, several 3D hardware accelerator vendors have adopted various compression techniques in implementing 2D texture mapping in hardware 22, 18, 1] . To compress 3D textures, we use a wavelet-based compression method that provides fast decoding to random data access, as well as fairly high compression rates 2]. This compression technique exploits the power of wavelet theory and naturally provides multi-resolution representations of 3D RGB volumes. With this compression method, we can store mipmaps for 3D textures of non-trivial resolutions very compactly in texture memory. Its fast random access decoding ability also results in only a small impact on rendering time. The simplicity of our new 3D texture mapping scheme makes it easy to implement i n s o f t ware/hardware rendering systems. Furthermore, 3D real-time graphics APIs like OpenGL and Direct3D can be extended with little e ort to include 3D texture mapping without heavy demand for very large texture memory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a detailed description of the new compression-based 3D texture mapping technique. Experimental results on various 3D textures and polygonal objects are reported in Section 3, and the paper is concluded in Section 4.
A New 3D Texture Mapping Scheme
In this section, we describe our new 3D texture mapping method suitable for real-time rendering of polygonal models. The idea presented here can also be used e ectively in other rendering systems such as RenderMan 17] to enhance the texture mapping speed. The key point in our texture mapping scheme is to extract only the necessary portion from the full 3D texture map, then compress it in compact form where fast run-time decoding for random access to texel values is possible. In particular, the compression method we apply is based on wavelet theory, and naturally supports multi-resolution representations of 3D textures. This capability of the compression method makes it easy to construct a 3D texture mipmap using a small amount of texture memory. Figure 1 illustrates the 3D texture mapping pipeline in which t h e rst three steps, 3D Texture M o deling, 3D Texture Cell Selection, a n d 3D Texture Compression comprise the necessary pre-processing stages. In the following subsections, we p r o vide detailed explanations of the various stages in the pipeline.
3D Texture Modeling
Our scheme assumes, as input texture, a sampled 3D RGB texture stored in a 3D array. It is generated by sampling texel values from a three-dimensional texture eld that is usually described procedurally. The storage requirements are very high for uncompressed 3D texture maps at reasonable resolution: 256 3 and 512 3 RGB textures need 48 Mbytes and 384 Mbytes, respectively. This is one of the reasons which make fast 3D texture mapping with stored textures appear impractical.
In the texture modeling stage, a polygonal object in its object space R os = f(x y z) j ; 1 < x y z < 1g is textured by putting it in a 3D texture de ned in the texture space R ts = f(s t r) j 0 s t r 1g, and nding the intersection of the object's surface and the solid texture. Texturing an object can be viewed as determining a function f : R os ;! R ts . This function f can be chosen arbitrarily.
3D Texture Cell Selection
Once a mapping between a polygonal object and a 3D texture map is xed, the unnecessary texture data is eliminated to reduce storage space. Consider an n s n t n r texture. In our scheme, the texture data is subdivided into small subblocks of size n c n c n c , called texture c ells (In our current implementation, There exist many data compression methods for e cient storage and transmission. It is very important to choose a compression technique which i s m o s t appropriate for this speci c 3D texture mapping application. We h a ve s e v eral issues to consider as similarly discussed in 3, 12]:
1. High compression rate and visual delity. Non-trivial 3D textures are often very large in size, ranging from a few dozen megabytes to several hundred megabytes. When a mipmap is used for a pre-ltered multi-resolution representation, the size gets even larger. Developing real-time applications with such data assumes, implicitly or explicitly, that the entire data is loaded into main memory for e cient run-time processing. This places an enormous burden on storage space as well as transmission bandwidth. While lossless compression techniques preserve data without introducing reconstruction errors, they often fail to achieve compression rates high enough for practical implementation of 3D texture mapping. The loss of information associated with lossy compression methods, however, needs to be controlled properly as it is important to minimize the distortion in the reconstructed textures.
2. Fast decoding for random access. The general concern of most lossy compression schemes is achieving the bestcompression rate with minimal distortion in the reconstructed images 7, 19] . Such compression methods, however, often impose constraints on the random access decoding ability, which makes them inappropriate for interactive texture mapping applications especially where it is di cult to predict data access patterns in advance. For instance, variable-bitrate or di erential encoding schemes such as Hu man or arithmetic coders coupled to block JPEG or MPEG schemes, do not lend themselves to e ciently decode individual texels that are accessed in a random pattern during run-time.
3. Multi-resolution representation. Mipmapping is the most commonly used anti-aliasing technique for 2D texture mapping 23]. A mipmap of a 2D texture is a pyramid of pre-ltered images obtained by a veraging down the original image to successively lower resolutions. Mipmapping with this level-of-detail representations of textures o ers fast and constant ltering of texels, and its simplicity lends itself to an e cient hardware implementation. The idea naturally extends to 3D textures although they have regarded it as impractical due to the memory requirements. It is highly recommended to choose a compression technique that provides a multi-resolution representation in its compression scheme.
4. Exploitation of 3D data redundancy. 3D textures are three-dimensional data that exhibits redundancy in all three dimensions. A compression scheme devised for 2D images could be applied to compress each slice in 3D textures, however, a good compression technique must be able to fully exploit data coherence in all three dimensions to maximize the compression performance.
5. Selective block-wise compression. In some applications like ours, it is more e cient t o selectively compress a certain portion of data rather than the entire dataset. It is very desirable that a compression scheme includes this selective compression capability in its encoding algorithm for e ective compression.
The Zerobit Encoding Scheme
The above ve desirable characteristics are common to most real-time applications that must handle discrete sampled data of very large sizes. Vector quantization has been popular in developing such applications mainly because it supports fast random decoding through table lookups 6]. Some recent applications of vector quantization in the computer graphics eld, include compression of CT/MRI datasets 13], light elds 12], and 2D textures 3]. Some 3D graphics accelerators, for example, the PowerVR architecture 22], adopted vector quantization for 2D texture mapping. Some other compression techniques have also been developed for compressing 2D texture maps. The S3 texture compression scheme (S3TC TM ), which became the basis for the compressed texture format used in DirectX 6.0, breaks a texture map in 4 4 b l o c ks of texels 18]. Each block is stored with a 32 bit bitmap, 2 bits per texel, and two representative 16 bit colors. The two bit index of a texel points to a four color lookup table, made of the two explicitly encoded colors and two additional colors that are derived by uniformly interpolating the explicitly encoded colors. The FXT1 TM scheme of 3dfx also divides a texture image into 4 4 and/or 4 8 texel blocks 1]. It uses four di erent compression algorithms, one of which is similar to S3TC. In this scheme, the best algorithm is chosen per block to generate the highest quality result.
Recently, a new compression scheme for 3D RGB image has been developed as an alternative t o v ector quantization 2]. This technique, called zerobit encoding, is suitable for applications wherein data is accessed in an unpredictable manner, and real-time performance of decoding is required. It extends the compression scheme 10, 11] for 3D gray-scale volume data to compression of 3D RGB images, and its new encoding structure signi cantly improves decompression speeds. Unlike vector quantization, the zerobit encoding scheme, based on the wavelet theory, naturally o ers a multi-resolution representation for 3D images. Experimental results on test datasets show that this compression scheme provides fast random access to compressed data in addition to achieving fairly high compression rates.
Like other transform coding algorithms, the compression scheme consists of three major stages: transform, quantization and encoding. A 3D RGB image is subdivided into 4 4 4 blocks, called cell, to which t h e 3D Haar transform is applied twice to exploit data coherence in all of the three dimensions. After the transform, the wavelet coe cients with smaller norm are truncated. The level of wavelet compression is controlled by specifying a target ratio of non-zero coe cients that survive the truncation, where the actual ratio may beslightly di erent. Once the coe cients with smaller magnitude are replaced by zeros, the non-zero wavelet coe cients are quantized into 8 bit indices with codebooks having 24 bit codewords. In the last stage of compression, the strings of symbolscoming from the quantizer are losslessly encoded using the zerobit encoding technique, which supports fast decoding for random access to compressed 3D images. In the zerobit encoding scheme, three levels of detail are represented in compressed form as a result of two applications of the 3D Haar transform. Notice that the texture cell in our 3D texture mapping scheme naturally corresponds to the cell in this compression technique. Figure 2 shows sample statistics on the performance of the zerobit encoding and vector quantization used in 12] for two representative l i g h t eld datasets buddha and dragon with resolution 32 32 256 256 (192Mbytes) 2]. To apply the zerobit encoding technique, the 4D sampled light eld datasets were rearranged into 3D images, then were compressed. While the vector quantization yielded compression rates 21.79 and 20.18 for buddha and dragon, the zerobit encoding method produced higher rates of 44.51 to 91.11 and 38.21 to 83.03 at the selected four target ratios, respectively (Figure 2(a) ) 1 . The PSNR results show that the qualities of reconstructed images are about the same when about 2% and 5% of coe cients are used in zerobit encoding for the buddha and dragon datasets, respectively (See Figure 2 (c) and (d) for the portion of two sample buddha images.).
The image-based rendering time, spent on displaying 76 frames of 382 382 pixels with gradually varying viewing parameters, was measured on an SGI workstation with a 195 MHz MIPS R10000 CPU. Two cases of bilinear interpolation on the st-plane (st-lerp) and quadralinear interpolation on both uv-and st-planes (uvst-lerp) were tested (Figure 2(b) ). The timing results show the zerobit encoding scheme is faster for both datasets in most cases. Note that the reconstruction cost per data item for vector quantization is very cheap since decompression is performed through a simple codebook lookup, and is cheaper than zerobit encoding on average. However, zerobit encoding decompresses several data items, 4 planes in this case, at the same time, and is very quick particularly when data in empty background regions is reconstructed, which results in the overall faster rendering.
While the empirical comparisons for a few applications can not prove that the zerobit encoding is always superior to vector quantization, we nd the former compares very favorably to the latter. In our 3D texture mapping technique, we use the zerobit encoding scheme to compress the selected texture cells. As will be explained in the next section, it also turns out to bevery e ective in compressing 3D textures. With target GL TEXTURE 3D, this command reads a texture of size width height depth, that is stored in memory, p o i n ted by texels, i n internalformat. For a compressed texture, our extension adds a symbolic constant GL UNSIGNED BYTE COMPRESSED for type to read a compressed texture, whose texels are stored in unsigned character, on levels level, level+1, and level+2.
When 3D texture mapping is enabled by calling glEnable(GL TEXTURE 3D), and a compressed 3D texture is speci ed, the texture is assumed to bein compressed form, and texels are fetched from the zerobit-encoded structure rather than a simple array. The extension is easy to implement since the new capability can be included simply by adding proper state variables and decoding functions. Other utility functions, such as creating encoded 3D textures with user-speci ed compression rates, could also be included in the OpenGL Utility Library (GLU).
Compact Representation of 3D Mipmaps
A 3D mipmap is an ordered set of 3D arrays representing the same texture where each successive a r r a y has a resolution lower than its previous one. 3D mipmapping is easily included into our scheme since mipmaps as well as single 3D textures are represented very compactly. Given a base 3D texture, the zerobit-encoded structure represents three levels of detail with level number0, 1, and 2. The reduced images on the next three levels can be stored in another zerobit-encoded structure. An alternative i s t o store the texture images with lower resolutions except on level 0, 1, and 2, in simple 3D arrays. The images on the higher levels take u p o n l y a s m a l l a m o u n t of storage. For example, when a 256 256 256 RGB texture image in unsigned character is loaded, the entire reduced images on levels 3 4 8 require only about 110 ( 3f(2 5 ) 3 + ( 2 4 ) 3 + (2 0 ) 3 g) K b ytes in total.
Sharing of a 3D Texture between Multiple Objects
In our current implementation, only the 3D texture cells surrounding the surface of a polygonal object are selected and compressed. When a texture is compressed object by object, it could lead to a waste of texture memory. That is, if a 3D texture is shared by m ultiple polygonal objects, the same 3D texture cells can be replicated for several objects. We have been extending our method to support three types of compression modes: The rst mode, called zerobit encoding single object is one we have described in this paper. The second mode zerobit encoding multiple objects is for the case in which several polygonal objects share a common 3D texture image. In this mode, all the 3D texture cells that are used by at least one object are selected before encoding. The last mode zerobit encoding entire texture handles the dynamic situation in which it is di cult or impossible to predict which texture cells shall beused for rendering. For instance, an interesting animation can begenerated by making an object oat in a texture eld, dynamically binding texture coordinates. In this case, the rst two compression modes are not appropriate. The third mode compresses the entire 3D texture and loads it for rendering. While it is the most expensive one, this mode provides exibility in texture mapping.
Experimental Results

Test Datasets
We h a ve implemented our new 3D texture mapping scheme by extending the MESA 3D Graphics Library which is a publicly available OpenGL implementation 14]. The current v ersion 3.0 supports the 3D texture mapping feature where the entire texture image is stored in a simple array without any compression. We added the necessary state variables and functions to handle zerobit-encoded 3D texture maps. We h a ve generated four di erent 3D texture images of size 256 256 256 ( Figure 3 ). The texture images have three channel RGB colors, and their sizes amount t o 4 8 M b ytes, respectively. The three textures Bmarble, Wood, a n d Eroded were created using the RenderMan surface shaders blue marble(), wood(), and eroded(), respectively 21]. The surface shader gmarbtile polish() for the texture Gmarbpol was written by Larry Gritz, and is available as a part of the Blue Moon Rendering Tools (BMRT). Our 3D texture mapping technique has been applied to several polygonal models with various shapes and sizes, including those listed in Table 1 . The teapot model Teapot was polygonized from a parametric equation. The model Dragon and the three models Bunny, Sdragon and Buddha were obtained from Viewpoint and the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository, respectively. Lastly, the model Head was created by generating an iso-surface from the UNC CT scan of a human head. The table shows how many 4 4 4 texture cells are selected from the entire 262,144 (= 64 64 64) cells in 256 256 256 textures through the 3D texture cell selection stage after texture modeling. In general, the ratios of selected cells are quite small. The rate is a little high for Head since it has a complicated polygonal structure as a result of iso-surfacing. 
Performances
To n d o u t h o w compactly these 3D textures can be associated with the polygonal objects, we compressed selected texture cells for the entire 28 combinations as shown in Table 2 and 3. In the zerobit encoding scheme, a user speci es a ratio of wavelet coe cients to be used after truncation to control the degree of compression 2]. The number, shown in the \Target Ratio" eld of the tables, represents an approximate ratio of wavelet coe cients that are actually used in encoding. We compressed 3D textures at three target ratios 3%, 5%, and 10%, and rendered the polygonal objects from the compressed textures.
In these tables, we compare sizes and compression rates for various cases where \Entire" is for the zerobit encoding entire texture mode, and the others for the zerobit encoding single object mode. Observe that it took less than 1 Mbytes of memory across all combinations, ranging from 174 Kbytes to 686 Kbytes when the single object mode is used. Considering that the size of the original textures is 48 Mbytes, we see that very high compression rates are indeed achieved through zerobit encoding. Figure 4 shows sample images rendered with the linear lter GL LINEAR from the compressed textures having a target ratio of 10%. When the 3D textures are compressed with target ratios higher than 10%, the texture-mapped images, produced with the linear lter, are almost free of aliasing artifacts which are often caused by the loss of information during lossy compression. In Figure 5 , we enlarged a portion of the Bunny images to make the compression artifacts more visible. When the ratio is 3%, the blocky artifacts are clearly visible, but most features are still preserved well enough for many real-time applications such as 3D games and animation. In order to check the timing performances, we measured the running time, spent on rendering 54 frames of 512 512 pixels with incrementally varying viewing parameters. They include all computations for rendering including 3D texture mapping, view parameter setting, and displaying the nal images. The timings were measured on an SGI Octane workstation with a 195 MHz R10000 CPU and 256 Mbytes of memory without hardware graphics acceleration. Table 4 reports the average time per frame in seconds for three di erence rendering modes in which 48 Kbytes of texture cache was used (See the discussion on texture caching in Subsection 3.4). The \GSO" eld in this table is the time taken for rendering the objects using Gouraud shading only, and indicates how complicated is the involved rendering. Then, our new compression-based texturing scheme was compared with texture mapping without compression to evaluate overheads for fetching texels from compressed textures. Two ltering methods GL NEAREST and GL LINEAR were tested whose performances are shown in the \3DTMN" and \3DTML" elds, respectively. The running time is proportional to the numberof pixels that objects are projected into. As indicated by the test results, the zerobit encoding method provides very fast decoding speeds. We observe only a 8 percent and a 9 percent impact on rendering time on average for the nearest and the linear lter, respectively. Notice that the linear ltering method takes, for instance, 0.43 second to render Teapot from its uncompressed texture of size 48 Mbytes. On the other hand, the same ltering takes 0.51 second to produce a Teapot image with few visual artifacts from its compressed texture of size 290 Kbytes (target ratio = 10%). The bene t from our compression-based 3D texture mapping is evident, and is critical in particular when texture memory resource is rather limited.
We h a ve also generated two more elaborate textures of 512 512 512 whose sizes are 384 Mbytes, and tested our texture mapping scheme with these huge textures ( Table 5 ). The experiments indicate that 500 Kbytes to 1.61 Mbytes of memory are required to store the textures compressed at the target ratios 3%, 5%, and 10%, achieving compression rates of 238.0 : 1 to 786.4 : 1. Compared to the 256 3 textures, compression-based renderings take 1.26 (Teapot with Bmarble) and 1.09 (Head with Gmarbpol) t i m e s a s long on the average for the 512 3 textures. We w ere not able to load the entire uncompressed textures for rendering onto our workstation with 256 Mbytes of main memory, but expect that the rendering times will also get slower at the same rate. Figure 6 makes a comparison between renderings with four di erent texture mapping parameters. When Teapot is rendered from the 512 3 texture with a target ratio of 10% and the linear lter ((b)), the texture pattern on the surface appears much clearer than in the image, produced from the uncompressed 256 3 texture with the same lter ((a)). When the faster but worse nearest lter is applied to the 512 3 texture with a target ratio 5% or 10% ((d)), consuming 0.20 second and 588 Kbytes (5%), and 0.23 second and 752 Kbytes (10%), the qualities are superior to the case in which the slower but better linear lter is applied to the 256 3 texture with a target ratio 10%, requiring 0.44 second and 268 Kbytes. Obviously, there is a tradeo between rendering time, image quality, and memory requirement, and a choice of various texture mapping parameters should be made to optimize the application's needs. 
Texture Caching
Although the zerobit encoding scheme o ers fast reconstruction of texel values, texture caching can improve the rendering performance by exploiting the locality property of texel reference 8, 4]. In our scheme, when a texel value is necessary, all texels in the 4 4 4 texture cell containing it is simultaneously reconstructed for e ciency. Rather than instantly throwing away used decompressed cells, storing them in a cache for the later use can possibly saves decoding computations. In order to see how texture caching a ects the rendering performance, we experimented with a simple caching scheme. The texture cache we used is a circular list of cells where they are pre-empted with an LRU replacement p o l i c y . Note that each cell takes up 192 (= 4 4 4) Bytes. same rendering parameters as in Subsection 3.2. When a fragment is textured with the linear lter, eight adjacent texels must be accessed. Thus, there exists a signi cant amount o f spatial locality as adjacent fragments generated from polygons are rendered. Furthermore, there is an additional temporal locality of texel reference since 54 incrementally varying frames are generated in the test. It is shown that the hit rates are quite high for all tested cases, implying that the actual amount of texture cells actively in use at a particular time, is relatively small compared with the total compressed texture cells. We observe that the hit rates are particularly high across all the tested cache sizes when objects have a modest numberofpolygons like Teapot and Dragon (See Table 1 again.) In such cases, the e ect of caching is prominent since texels are simply fetched from the cache most of the time rather than decompressed from zerobit-encoded textures. As the numberof polygonsincreases as in Bunny and Buddha, the hit rates decrease in which case a larger cache size results in faster rendering. From the test result, we conclude that relatively small texture caches, say, 12 KB to 48 KB, are e ective enough in our 3D texture mapping scheme.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we h a ve presented a very e ective method for 3D texture mapping, designed for real-time rendering of polygonal models. Our scheme attempts to resolve the potential texture memory problem arising from the very large sizes of 3D images by compressing them using the zerobit encoding scheme. This compression scheme not only provides fairly high compression rates but also o ers very fast random access to individual texels. The experimental results on various non-trivial 3D textures and polygonal objects show that high compression rates are achieved with a small impact on rendering time and few visual artifacts in the rendered images. The simplicity of our compression-based 3D texture mapping scheme will make it easy to implement i n s o f t ware/hardware rendering systems. Currently, w e are coding the auxiliary routines that are necessary for easy pre-processing. Once this is done, 3D real-time graphics APIs like OpenGL and Direct3D will be extended with little e ort to include 3D texture mapping without heavy demand for texture memories.
